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VERSION: 0.6 
AUTHOR: Cary Young 
CONTACT: 
  AIM: TSoccer71513 
  MSN: TSoccer71513@aol.com 
  E-Mail: caryyoung@gmail.com 
  GameFAQs/GameSpot board ID: Rev4n 



IF YOU WANT TO ADD ANYTHING TO THIS OR HAVE A QUESTION FOR THE (CURRENTLY 
INEXISTENT) FAQ SECTION, CONTACT ME! 

Version History: 

5.27.2005  Submit Version 0.6 to GameFAQs for review, completed Part A, 
Part C in progress, Part B to be started. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART II: WALKTHROUGH 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART A. THE WISE MEN WALKTHROUGH 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Press B to select difficulty 
-THE WISE MEN 

You start out as a wise man, following the star to baby Jesus.  Along the way, 
it is your mission to collect frankincense, myrrh, and gold.  The camel you 
 ride is able to  spit at enemies, do this by pressing 'B.'  This spitting is 
your main weapon and defense, aside from jumping. 

LEVEL 1 

Immediately, there will be three frankincense items to collect.  Grab them and 
continue to scroll the screen to the Left.  You will come to a box that shoots 
out lizards or alligators or something (maybe it's in the bible, I don't know.) 
Either hop over these enemies or spit at them, they should fall off the level. 
After this box is another frankincense, grab it.  Keep going until you come to 
a platform with frankincense atop it.  Grab the Frankincense but avoid the 
birds that fly in the air.  Also, grab the frankincense in the air to the 
right.  Progress forward and find three more frankincense items in a triangle, 
grab them.  A few more steps is SCROLL 1.  Correctly answer the question and 
continue, past a mound with more lizards.  You will come to four pillars, each 
with Frankincense hovering above.  Collect these, keep going, and you will come 
to a downward slope, followed by a cliff.  In the area between these is an 
enemy hiding in the sand, be sure to jump over it.  Jump up the small cliff and 
avoid the cactus that will shoot out of the ground.  Past this cactus will be 
5 Frankincense items and SCROLL 2.  Get the question correct, keep walking, 
and the level is complete. 

LEVEL 2 

Start out by grabbing the fruit right in front of you.  Travel down the hill 
and collect the 5 frankincense items at the bottom.  Jump to the small 
platform, then hop over the moving cactus at an opportune time.  Keep going, 
but avoid the boulder that will fall down at you.  Stay on the ground and visit 
SCROLL 1, then hop onto the platform and jump to the other side.  There will 



be a porcupine shooting its quills at you, so be sure to jump over it/the 
quills.  Progress to the bridge, collecting the 5 frankincense items along the 
way.  Jump down to the lower level of the bridge, and progress until you see 
blocks above you.  Get close enough to trigger each one, but be sure not to 
get too close.  walk to the end of the bridge, avoiding the cactus waiting for 
you, and then walk to SCROLL 2.  Get the question right and keep going.  Either 
avoid or spit on the birds that come your way.  Jump up onto the first platform 
and then jump directly vertically to the platform above.  Collect the 2 
Frankincense items and visit SCROLL 3.  Before jumping back down, hurl 
yourself off this platform to the right, and land on the small platform atop 
which SCROLL 4 resides.  Jump platform to platform until you reach the last 
platform.  Jump off this, holding Right on the D-Pad and land on the long 
platform below.  Walk along this platform and jump, aiming for the Frankincense 
item  that you see at the end.  If you aim to hit this, you will successfully 
land on the following platform.  Once again, run and jump at the last possible 
opportunity to reach the next platform.  Once there, jump and grab the 
Frankincense, landing on the last platform.  Now for the first boss battle. 
It's some dog-like thing, and it shoots projectiles out of its butt (sorry 
if I've offended some Christians).  Hit it 3 times with your Camel's spit and 
he'll be no more.  Keep walking and you're done with Level 2. 

LEVEL 3 
Start out by walking on the ground to SCROLL 1.  Ignore the Myrrh 
floating above the walkway, hereafter referred to as "ramparts."  You'll come 
back to these later.  Walk along the brick path until you reach a hole in the 
wall.  Above you will be a scorpion that jumps down and attacks.  Either jump 
over it or spit at it.  Walk past this wall to a platform on top of 2 pillars 
jump up, then take the stairs to the top of the rampart, grabbing the fruit 
along the way.  Spit at the scorpion along the top of the rampart, and continue 
left.  Jump across and grab those four Myrrh items from the beginning. 
Walk back to the stairs and the platform on pillars (defeat the Scorpion for a 
third time), and then walk to the right.  Flying at you will be a red pillar, 
so jump over it or it will push you back.  Keep walking until you come to a 
platform and a gap.  Jump on the platform to trigger it, then read SCROLL 2. 
After the scroll, hop on the moving platform up and grab the Myrrh. 
Stay on this lower level and wait for the Scorpion that will be above you to 
jump to its doom.  Then, jump up and grab the highest Myrrh.  Jump down 
to the lower platform, using the Myrrh trail as a guide.  Jump the gap 
and you come across SCROLL 3 on a pillar.  Read it.  Then stay on the ground 
and grab the Myrrh under the stairs. From here, spit on the bird ahead 
of  you.  It shouldn't know you're there.  Jump across the gap to another set 
of stairs with Myrrh under them.  jump off these stairs to the right, 
then walk back to the left past the pillar to get the Myrrh.  Then, 
continue to the right, grabbing both Myrrhs on the top and bottom.  Jump 
up on the rampart and jump across the gap to the next rampart, grabbing the 3 
Myrrh items above, then do it to the next rampart.  Jump down to the 
next one, spit at the bird waiting for you, and grab the 2 Myrrh items. 
Jump across the next gap, but be careful as there is a scorpion waiting on the 
next rampart.  Spit on it or jump over it and grab all 5 Myrrhs items, 
then continue to the right to complete the level. 

LEVEL 4 
Immediately, jump up and grab the fruit.  Then walk along this platform and 
jump across the gap.  Here is an apple, but you cannot eat it if you have eaten 
the fruit in the beginning.  Wait until you die if you want to eat this apple. 
Walk up to SCROLL 1.  Complete the scroll and jump up to grab all 5 Myrrh 
items.  Be careful in this next part, as the platform you must jump onto is 
very narrow.  Jump to the narrow platform and then up to the top of the gray 
 brick structure.  From here, jump to the next pillar, also very narrow.  Atop 



this pillar is another Myrrh.  From this pillar, spit on the scorpion below, 
then jump to the platform where it was.  From here, walk off the edge to the 
right (you'll land on another brick platform) and grab the 3 Myrrh items. Move 
to the right and hop down to another pillar with a Myrrh item hovering above 
it.  Jump up to SCROLL 2 and spit on the bird.  After the scroll, jump across 
the gap to the right and keep walking until you run into SCROLL 3 under some 
stairs.  Complete the scroll and walk up the stairs, then walk across the 
platform and grab the Myrrh items below.  Walk to the right and grab another 
Myrrh before (what I would call) large gray stairs.  Walk up these stairs, and 
at the top (the third one) will be a scorpion which I advise you spit on. 
Next is a rather difficult part--a succession of 5 floating red pillars, which 
you must jump across.  There's no real strategy to this, just don't fall. 
Once across, you will be atop another rampart and at the end of level 4. 

LEVEL 5 
Walk to the right until you come across SCROLL 1 on a platform above.  Jump 
up and grab the scroll.  Jump down to the next platform, but be careful, as 
there is a mouse that will run at you.  I recommend jumping to avoid it, rather 
than spitting on it.  Jump to the next platform, avoid both mice, and then grab 
both bags of gold.  Jump to the next platform and you are confronted with a 
spikey thing.  Jump over it, and then stay on the ground as the next one passes 
overhead.  Once both have passed, jump up to the next platform.  There will 
be 2 mice about midway, so jump over them, then grab the 2 bags of gold. Jump 
up to the next platform and walk until you come across SCROLL 2.  Walk along, 
traveling down one platform, and then jump up to the next one, then down to 
a platform with a single mouse.  Jump over the mouse and continue to the next 
platform.  On this platform are two hopping red bug-like things.  Spit on them 
both.  Progress on this platform past one more red bug to the end of the level. 

LEVEL 6 
Walk up to SCROLL 1, then past it to a large gap with 2 platforms floating in 
the middle.  Jump across these to the other side, where you will encounter 2 
mice; jump over them.  Walk along until you get to a small platform.  Jump on 
it and it will carry you across a large gap.  Jump off to the next platform as 
soon as is feasible, because this platform you're riding will drop down at the 
end of its path.  Once here, jump on the next platform, another moving platform 
that will take you across to some stairs.  Once again, this platform will drop 
down at the end, so get off of it in time.  Walk down the stairs and jump 
over both mice that will rush you. Walk all the way to the right, ignoring the 
red platform, first visiting SCROLL 2.  After the scroll, hop on that red 
platform and ride up.  Hop off to the left as soon as you're able to (if you 
prefer, you can keep riding it, but it'll drop you there eventually anyway). 
Walk left until you hit a purple platform with 4 Gold bags hovering above it. 
Grab all the gold and progress left on the purple platform, avoiding both mice 
that will jump down from platforms above.  Jump up to each of these platforms 
and up a third until you reach SCROLL 3.  Walk along for a very long time until 
you cannot go any farther.  You should see 2 platforms, one small lower 
one and one larger one above that.  Hop up to this large one, then again to a 
small one  above that.  From here, keep jumping up these purple platforms, 
ignoring the isosceles triangle of boulders on the right.  Walk along the 
purple platform, then continue as it turns into brick.  Once to the edge, hop 
onto the floating boulder. Navigate these boulders progressively to the right 
until you reach another brick platform.  Hop up the ledge and grab 4 bags of 
gold, then walk to the right to complete the level. 

LEVEL 7. 
Start out, let the hopping duck fall into the pit.  Spitting on it doesn't 
seem to do anything, so just hop over it.  Progress forward and dodge another 
duck, then hop down and grab the 5 Frankincense items, dodging 2 more ducks. 
Walk more to the right, and hop over the waterfall, being sure not to be hit by 



the jumping fish.  On the next platform is a duck that will charge right as you 
land, so jump straight up right away.  Hop across to the floating boulder in 
the waterfall, dodging the flying fish.  Hop to each progressively higher step 
until you reach the next grey platform and pick up SCROLL 1.  Walk forward to 
SCROLL 2.  Walk forward to SCROLL 3.  Walk forward until you see a large ape 
creature that will start throwing things at you. The easiest way to defeat this 
enemy is to sit on the opposite ledge until he throws his stuff, then jump 
off towards him and spit on him.  Quickly hop back onto your ledge, and repeat 
twice more until he is defeated.  Walk past until you get to a series of 
platforms floating by a waterfall.  Navigate  these (best way is to jump and 
hit a direction in the beginning, then have the hang time and descent to adjust 
your aim).  Once across to the grey platform, hit SCROLL 4.  Hop from scroll 
4's platform up and to the right to another grey platform, atop which SCROLL 5 
sits. Walk forward to SCROLL 6. Progress forward, avoiding the flying fish that 
you will find.  Hop down to SCROLL 7 and 5 Frankincense items.  Walk to the 
right to complete the level. 

LEVEL 8 
Jump up and grab the apple.  Hop up to SCROLL 1.  Hop down to the next platform 
and be sure to avoid the spitting cobra.  Time a hop to its platform so that 
you both avoid touching it and getting hit by its spit.  Once on its platform, 
push the jar off the platform by running into it.  Hop to the next platform and 
grab the 3 myrrh items.  Walk forward, avoiding the hopping scorpion. 
Spit on it if you so desire.  Also, you'll notice that under the purple rampart 
there is a banana, in case you didn't eat the apple in the beginning.  Walk 
along this rampart until you hit SCROLL 2 (also notice the apple that will be 
above you).  Jump across to the blue-ish brick structire and grab the 3 
myrrh that float above the green platform.  Hop from this green platform 
to the one up and to the right and hit SCROLL 3.  Hop down from this green 
platform, avoiding the scorpion.  Grab the 3 myrrh containers and keep 
going.  You'll come to a gap with 2 pillars (each with a green block on top). 
Hop from pillar to pillar until you are across. Jump up and grab the 2 
myrrh items and spit on both scorpions that will charge you.  I am currently 
unaware as to how to get the last 2 scrolls, but perhaps in a later update. 
Keep walking through a trail of myrrh items until you reach the end of the 
level. 

After completing level 8, you are greeted with the following message: 

YOU HAVE REACHED BABY JESUS!  Congratulations! You have won! But in order to 
live a victorious life, you need to give your heart to Jesus Christ.  Refer 
to the end of our manual. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART B. FLIGHT TO EGYPT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In progress. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART C. JESUS AND THE TEMPLE 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Oh no! Where is young Jesus? 
I do not know! We must find him... 



PART 1 
Jump down, head to the right.  Avoid the fish that hops out of the water and 
the crow that charges you.  Don't take the waterfall down, jump at the 
appropriate time to hit SCROLL 1.  After grabbing the scroll, progress to the 
right.  Hop over the first waterfall and land in the patch of grass in between 
the two falls.  Hop across so that you're in the river traveling to the right. 
Avoid both fish and charging crows (bees?).  Once again hop over another 
waterfall and land on the platform with SCROLL 2.  Hop onto the log platform 
after grabbing the scroll, and quickly hop to the next one, as it will fall 
quickly.  Be careful jumping off of the second one, as there is a bee waiting 
to sting you and knock you off the level.  The best way to avoid the bee is 
to allow your platform to fall a bit, then jump onto land, so you don't have 
as much over-land hangtime.  Hop across 2 more log platforms, across a log 
bridge, and proceed to the end of the level. 

PART 2 
Wait for some platforms to start appearing, and hop across the initial 
waterfall to the other side of grass.  Hop onto the first green platform, 
then the second, and then hop on top of this green platform and do the same 
thing you did before across this waterfall.  On the other side, there will 
be three bees waiting to sting you, so don't get hit by them.  After you 
trigger them, walk forward and grab SCROLL 1.  Cross this next large 
waterfall just as you did the others (should be 3 platforms wide). And 
cross the next one (2 things wide).  Hop up this next ledge (don't bother 
looking down, there's nothing there) and cross the next waterfall.  This 
next part is really hard.  Hop onto the first platform, then hop to the 
second and immediately hop to the other side. There are only 2 platforms, 
so you have to make quite a leap of faith (Pun intended).  After this, all 
you have to do is keep walking and you'll reach the end. 

PART 3 
Okay, this level is just jumping off of waterfalls and choosing right or 
left.  Start out, jump down the fall, head right. Then Left.  At the next 
choice, go Right.  Then Right again down a rather large fall. Then Left. 
Then right. Head right, hop over the water fall to the right, and walk 
away to complete the level.  Sorry this isn't terribly descriptive, but 
it's the best I can do. 

PART 4 
Hop on the floating platforms up to SCROLL 1 above where you start 
initially.  From here, hop back on and navigate your way up until you 
reach the very top, walk off to the right to complete the level.  This 
is another level that is very hard to walk through, you just have to do 
it. 

PART 5 
Start out by hopping over the 2 spike pits.  Walk down the slope, avoiding 
the spike pit in the middle.  At the bottom, spikes will fall from the 
ceiling, so beware.  Jump over the abyss, and be sure not to be hit by 
the spikes that fall on the other side of it.  Walk up the next slope, 
hop over the 2 spike pits.  Avoid the falling spikes that will be at 
the top of this slope.  Walk forward to SCROLL 1.  Walk to the right, and 
avoid the spikes that will fall right before the next slope.  Travel 
down the next slope and avoid spikes that will fall at the base. 
Continue on and hop over this next abyss.  Avoid the falling spikes, then 
hop up to the stair without any spikes.  hop to the top of these stairs 
and grab SCROLL 2.  Do this again, then hop across to the downward slope. 



Still in progress, more in next update. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART D.  SCROLL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Here is a list of the scrolls you may encounter.  I will add to it if I find 
more (which is likely).  In order to best search this list, since they are in 
no particular order, copy and paste it into a blank document and then use the 
control+F (command+F on Mac) function to search for keywords in the question 
you need to answer.  If your question is not listed, I recommend using the 
bible site listed in the acknowledgments section of this walkthrough, searching 
for the passage as listed in the question. 

SCROLL 1: 
Despise them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use you. 
(Luke 6:28) 
FALSE

SCROLL 2: Be ye  therefore ready also: for the Son of man cometh at an hour 
when ye think not. (Luke 12:40) 
TRUE 

SCROLL 3:  He said unto them, But whom say ye that I am?  ------ answering, 
said The Christ of God (Luke 9:20) 
PETER

SCROLL 4: Joseph was commanded by angels to never leave Egypt (Matthew 2:19,20) 
FALSE

SCROLL 5: The wise men knew where the baby Jesus was after seeing a full moon 
in the sky. (Matthew 2:2) 
FALSE

SCROLL 6: And the graves were  opened and many bodies of the saints 
which slept arose... (Matthew 27:52) 
TRUE 

SCROLL 7: Who warned the wise men not to return to King Herod after they saw 
the baby Jesus? (Matthew 2:12) 
A: GOD 

SCROLL 8: For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall 
deceive many. (Matthew 24:5) 
TRUE 

SCROLL 9: After these things Jesus went over the Sea of Galilee, which is the 
Sea of -------. (John 6:1) 
A: TIBERIAS 

SCROLL 10: The baby Jesus was wrapped in: (Luke 2:7) 
A: SWADDLING CLOTHS 

SCROLL 11: ------- is a Spirit: and any that worship him must worship him in 
spirit and in truth. (John 4:24) 



A: GOD 

SCROLL 12: Who was the mother of Jesus? (Matthew 1:18) 
A: MARY 

SCROLL 13:  ...Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judaea in the days of ------- the 
king. (Matthew 2:1) 
A: HEROD 

SCROLL 14: Heaven and Earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away. 
(Matthew 24:35) 
TRUE 

SCROLL 15: King Herod was very happy that Jesus was born. (Matthew 2:3) 
FALSE

SCROLL 16: Let these saying sink down into your ears: for the Son of man shall 
not be delivered into the hands of men. (Luke 9:44) 
FALSE

SCROLL 17: After Mary and Joseph found out the young Jesus was missing, how 
many days did it take them to find him? (Luke 2:46) 
A: 3 

SCROLL 18: ... for ------- sinneth from the beginning. 
A: THE DEVIL 

SCROLL 19:  And when ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars, be troubled: for 
such things must needs be; the end is near. (Mark 13:7) 
FALSE

SCROLL 20: Jesus was born in the town of: (Matthew 2:1) 
BETHLEHEM 

SCROLL 21: And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying All power is given unto 
me in heaven and in earth. (Matthew 28:18) 
TRUE 

SCROLL 22: And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were ------ and 
Elias... (Luke 9:30) 
MOSES

SCROLL 23: Put on the whole ------ of God, that ye may be able to stand 
against the wiles of the devil.  (Ephesians 6:11) 
ARMOUR 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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USEFUL LINKS: 

The Bible (if you can't find an answer to a scroll in this walkthrough, search 
it on this site: 
http://bible.gospelcom.net/passage/ 

GameFAQs: 
http://www.gamefaqs.com 

GameSpot: 
http://www.gamespot.com 

ASCII Generator: 
http://www.network-science.de/ascii/ 

NES FAQ Completion Project: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NES_FAQ_Completion_Project 
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